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We present an analogue of Uhlhorn’s version of Wigner’s theorem on symmetry
transformations for the case of indeﬁnite inner product spaces. This signiﬁcantly
generalizes a result of Van den Broek. The proof is based on our main theorem,
which describes the form of all bijective transformations on the set of all rank-
one idempotents of a Banach space which preserve zero products in both
directions. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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potents on Banach spaces1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
Wigner’s theorem on symmetry transformations plays a fundamental role
in quantum mechanics. It states that any quantum mechanical invariance
transformation (symmetry transformation) can be represented by a unitary
or antiunitary operator on a complex Hilbert space and that, conversely,
any operator of that kind represents an invariance transformation. In
mathematical language, the result can be reformulated in the following way.
If H is a complex Hilbert space and T is a bijective transformation on the set
of all one-dimensional linear subspaces of H which preserves the angle
between every pair of such subspaces (in the terminology of quantum
mechanics, this angle is called a transition probability), then T is induced by
either a unitary or an antiunitary operator U on H : This means that for
every one-dimensional subspace L of H we have TðLÞ ¼ U ½L ¼ fUx : x 21This research was supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Scientiﬁc Research
TKA), Grant T030082, T031995, and by the Ministry of Education, Hungary, Reg. No.
KFP 0349/2000.
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ORTHOGONALITY PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS 249Lg: In his famous paper [11], Uhlhorn generalized this result by requiring
only that T preserves the orthogonality between the one-dimensional
subspaces of H : This is a signiﬁcant achievement since Uhlhorn’s
transformation preserves only the logical structure of the quantum
mechanical system in question while Wigner’s transformation preserves its
complete probabilistic structure. However, in the case when the dimension
of H is not less than 3, Uhlhorn was able to obtain the same conclusion as
Wigner.
In the last decades it has become quite clear that indeﬁnite inner product
spaces are even more useful than deﬁnite ones in describing several physical
problems (see, for example, the introduction in [1]). This has raised the need
to study Wigner’s theorem in the indeﬁnite setting as well (see [1, 3]). Our
paper [7] was devoted to a generalization of Wigner’s original theorem for
indeﬁnite inner product spaces. In the present paper, we treat Uhlhorn’s
version in that setting. Our approach here is different from that followed in
[7]. Namely, it is based on a beautiful result of Ovchinnikov [10] describing
the automorphisms of the poset of all idempotents on a separable Hilbert
space of dimension at least 3, which result can be regarded as a ‘‘skew
version’’ of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. This result
enables us to use operator algebraic tools to attack the problem. We note
that this kind of machinery already proved effective in our former works
[6, 8] where we obtained the Wigner-type results for different structures. We
emphasize that in the literature there does exist an Uhlhorn-type result on
symmetry transformations on indeﬁnite inner product spaces. In fact, this is
due to Van den Broek [3] (an application of his result can be found in [2],
also see [4]). In that paper he considered indeﬁnite inner product spaces
induced by nonsingular self-adjoint operators on ﬁnite-dimensional complex
Hilbert spaces. Moreover, in the proof of the main result he basically
followed the original idea of Uhlhorn. In the present paper, we apply a
completely different approach and obtain a much more general result,
namely, a result concerning indeﬁnite inner product spaces induced by any
invertible bounded linear operator on a real or complex Hilbert space of any
dimension (not less than 3). Quantum logics on spaces with such a general
indeﬁnite metric have been investigated by, for example, Matvejchuk in [5].
Our result will follow from the main theorem of the paper, which describes
the form of all bijective transformations of the set of all rank-one
idempotents on a Banach space which preserve zero products in both
directions.
If X is a (real or complex) Banach space, then BðX Þ stands for the algebra
of all bounded linear operators on X : An operator P 2 BðX Þ is called an
idempotent if P2 ¼ P: The set of all idempotents in BðX Þ is denoted by IðX Þ
and I1ðX Þ stands for the set of all rank-one elements of IðX Þ:
Now, our main result reads as follows.
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at least 3. Let f : I1ðX Þ ! I1ðX Þ be a bijective transformation with the
property that
PQ ¼ 0 , fðPÞfðQÞ ¼ 0
for all P; Q 2 I1ðX Þ:
If X is real, then there exists an invertible bounded linear operator A :X !
X such that f is of the form
fðPÞ ¼ APA1 ðP 2 I1ðX ÞÞ: ð1Þ
If X is complex and infinite dimensional, then there exists an invertible
bounded linear or conjugate-linear operator A : X ! X such that f is of
form (1).
If X is complex and finite dimensional, then we can suppose that our
transformation f acts on the space of n  n complex matrices ðn ¼ dim X Þ: In
this case there is a nonsigular matrix A 2 MnðCÞ and a ring automorphism h of
C such that f is of the form
fðPÞ ¼ AhðPÞA1 ðP 2 I1ðC
nÞÞ: ð2Þ
Here hðPÞ denotes the matrix obtained from P by applying h to every entry
of it.
Our main theorem can be summarized by saying that every bijective
transformation on I1ðX Þ which preserves zero products in both directions
comes from a linear or conjugate-linear algebra automorphism of BðX Þ if X
is real or complex and inﬁnite dimensional, and it comes from a semilinear
algebra automorphism of BðX Þ if X is complex and ﬁnite dimensional.
Replying to a remark of the referee, we note that our result probably has no
serious physical meaning. This is because the poset of all idempotents on a
Banach space (the partial order among idempotents is deﬁned in Section 2)
does not form a lattice in general and hence it is not a geometry or a logic in
the sense of quantum mechanics (see [12]). In fact, the poset of idempotents
is not to be confused with the lattice of subspaces of a linear space as the
idempotents are determined not by one but two complementary subspaces.
However, our main theorem will easily imply our result Corollary 2
generalizing Uhlhorn’s version of Wigner’s theorem for indeﬁnite inner
product spaces which statement we believe has serious physical meaning. On
the other hand, it will be clear from the proof presented that one can readily
get a very similar result as in our theorem for the form of zero product
preserving transformations on the set of rank-one idempotents on different
Banach spaces (also see the remark after Corollary 2) which has an
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Banach spaces as topological vector spaces are completely determined by
the set of their rank-one idempotents with the relation of zero product.
In our paper [7], we presented a Wigner-type result for pairs of ray
transformations [7, Theorem 1] which enabled us to generalize the result of
Bracci et al. [1] for indeﬁnite inner product spaces generated by any
invertible bounded linear (not necessarily self-adjoint) operator on a Hilbert
space. Now, our main result above can be applied to obtain the following
corollary, which is a Banach space analogue and hence a remarkable
generalization (in the mathematical sense) of the main result in [7] that was
formulated for (complex) Hilbert spaces.
For the formulation of our corollary, we need some concepts and
notation. Following the terminology of Uhlhorn, for any vector x 2 X ; the
set
%
x of all nonzero scalar multiples of x is called the ray generated by x: The
set of all rays in X is denoted by
%
X : The dual space of X (that is the set of all
bounded linear functionals on X ) is denoted by X 0: For any x 2 X ; f 2 X 0 we
use the common and convenient notation hx; f i for f ðxÞ: We say that the
rays
%
x 2
%
X and
%
f 2
%
X 0 are orthogonal to each other, in notation
%
x 
%
f ¼ 0; if
we have hy; gi ¼ 0 for all y 2
%
x and g 2
%
f : The Banach space adjoint of an
operator A 2 BðX Þ is denoted by A0: We extend the concept of adjoints also
for conjugate-linear operators. If A is a bounded conjugate-linear operator
on the complex Banach space X ; then its adjoint A0 : X 0 ! X 0 (which is also
a bounded conjugate-linear operator) is deﬁned by A0f ¼ f 8A ðf 2 X
0Þ: If X
is a linear space over K (K denotes the real or complex ﬁeld) and h is a ring
automorphism of K; then the function A :X ! X is called h-semilinear if it
is additive and AðlxÞ ¼ hðlÞAx holds for every x 2 X and l 2 K: If X is a
ﬁnite-dimensional complex linear space and h is a ring automorphism of
C; then for any h-semilinear operator A; the adjoint A0 of A is deﬁned
by A0f ¼ h1 8 f 8A ðf 2 X
0Þ: Clearly, A0 : X 0 ! X 0 is an h1-semilinear
operator.
After this preparation we can formulate our ﬁrst corollary as follows.
Corollary 1. Let X be a (real or complex) Banach space of dimension
not less than 3. Let T :
%
X !
%
X and S :
%
X 0 !
%
X 0 be bijective transformations
with the property that
T
%
x  S
%
f ¼ 0 if and only if
%
x 
%
f ¼ 0
for every
%
x 2
%
X and
%
f 2
%
X 0:
If X is real, then there exists an invertible bounded linear operator A :X !
X such that T ; S are of the forms
T
%
x ¼ Ax and S
%
f ¼ A1
0
f ð0ax 2 X ; 0af 2 X 0Þ: ð3Þ
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bounded linear or conjugate-linear operator A : X ! X such that T ; S are of
forms (3).
If X is complex and finite dimensional, then there exist a ring automorphism
h of C and an invertible h-semilinear operator A : X ! X such that T ; S are of
forms (3).
The operator A above is unique up to multiplication by a scalar.
Finally, as a consequence of Corollary 1, we shall present our Uhlhorn-
type version of Wigner’s theorem for indeﬁnite inner product spaces that
was promised in the abstract. As mentioned above, our result is a far-
reaching generalization of the main result in [3], where a similar assertion in
the particular case when H is ﬁnite dimensional and the generating
invertible operator Z is self-adjoint was presented.
Let Z be an invertible bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H :
Denote by ðx; yÞZ the quantity hZx; yi ðx; y 2 HÞ: We write
%
x Z
%
y ¼ 0 if
hZx0; y0i ¼ 0 holds for every x0 2
%
x and y0 2
%
y: The ray transformation
T :
%
H !
%
H is called a symmetry transformation on the indeﬁnite inner
product space
%
H generated by Z if
T
%
x Z T
%
y ¼ 0 ,
%
x Z
%
y ¼ 0
for all
%
x;
%
y 2
%
H : We say that the transformation T :
%
H !
%
H is induced by the
invertible linear or conjugate-linear operator U : H ! H if T
%
x ¼ Ux for
every 0ax 2 H:
Corollary 2. Let H be a (real or complex) Hilbert space of dimension
not less than 3 and let Z 2 BðHÞ be invertible. Suppose that T :
%
H !
%
H is a
bijective transformation with the property that
T
%
x Z T
%
y ¼ 0 if and only if
%
x Z
%
y ¼ 0
holds for every
%
x;
%
y 2
%
H :
If H is real, then T is induced by an invertible bounded linear operator U on
H. Similarly, if H is complex, then T is induced by an invertible bounded linear
or conjugate-linear operator U on H.
The operator U inducing T is unique up to multiplication by a scalar.
If H is real, then the invertible bounded linear operator U :H ! H induces
a symmetry transformation on
%
H if and only if
ðUx; UyÞZ ¼ cðx; yÞZ ðx; y 2 HÞ
holds for some constant c 2 R:
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induces a symmetry transformation on
%
H if and only if
ðUx; UyÞZ ¼ cðx; yÞZ ðx; y 2 HÞ
holds for some constant c 2 C: Similarly, the invertible bounded conjugate-
linear operator U : H ! H induces a symmetry transformation on
%
H if and
only if
ðUx; UyÞZ ¼ dðy; xÞZn ðx; y 2 HÞ
holds for some constant d 2 C: Here, Zn denotes the Hilbert space adjoint
of Z:
Remark. Observe that in contrast with the Main Theorem and Corollary
1, in Corollary 2 above general semilinear operators do not appear.
In Uhlhorn’s paper [11] it was mentioned that, for physical reasons, one
should consider ray transformations between different spaces. It will be clear
from the proofs below that one can generalize our result in that direction
easily.
We should point out that, as will be clear from their proofs, in Corollaries
1 and 2 there is in fact no need to assume the injectivity of the
transformations T ; S: We have posed this condition only for the sake of
‘‘symmetricity’’.
Finally, we note that we are convinced that our result could somehow be
extended for the case of quaternionic Hilbert spaces, which have also been
proved to be important in the applications of mathematics in certain
physical problems. The ﬁrst step in this direction could be an extension of
Ovchinnikov’s result for that case. However, we leave the whole (we believe
challenging) problem open.
2. PROOFS
In the proofs we need some additional notation and deﬁnitions.
Let X be a (real or complex) Banach space. The ideal of all ﬁnite rank
operators in BðX Þ is denoted by F ðX Þ: Two idempotents P; Q in BðX Þ are
said to be (algebraically) orthogonal if PQ ¼ QP ¼ 0: There is a natural
partial order on IðX Þ: Namely, for any P; Q 2 IðX Þ we write P4Q if PQ ¼
QP ¼ P: Clearly, P4Q holds if and only if the range rng P of P is a subset
of the range of Q and the kernel ker P of P contains the kernel of Q: The
symbol If ðX Þ stands for the collection of all ﬁnite rank idempotents in BðX Þ:
The natural embedding of X into its second dual X 00 is denoted by k: If
x 2 X and f 2 X 0; then x  f stands for the operator (of rank at most 1)
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ðx  f ÞðzÞ ¼ hz; f ix ðz 2 X Þ:
Clearly, x  f is a rank-one idempotent if and only if hx; f i ¼ 1: It is easy
to see that the elements of F ðX Þ are exactly the operators A 2 BðX Þ which
can be written as ﬁnite sums of the form
A ¼
X
i
xi  fi ð4Þ
with x1; . . . ; xn 2 X and f1; . . . ; fn 2 X 0: Using this representation, the trace of
A is deﬁned by
tr A ¼
X
i
hxi; fii:
It is known that tr A is well deﬁned, that is, it does not depend on the
particular representation (4) of A: Denote by MnðKÞ the algebra of all n  n
matrices with entries in K:
In the proof of our main result we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma. For any P1; P2 2 If ðX Þ there exists a P 2 If ðX Þ such that
P1; P24P:
Proof. The assertion will follow from the following observation. Let
M ; N  X be closed subspaces. Suppose that M is of ﬁnite codimension and
N is of ﬁnite dimension. Then there exists an idempotent P 2 If ðX Þ such that
ker P  M and rng P*N : Indeed, since every ﬁnite-dimensional subspace
of a Banach space is complemented, we can ﬁnd a closed subspace K in X
such that K  ðM \ NÞ ¼ M : Since the sum of a closed and a ﬁnite
dimensional subspace is closed, it follows that M þ N is closed and has
ﬁnite codimension. So, there is a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace L in X such
that ðM þ NÞ  L ¼ X : We clearly have
K  ðN  LÞ ¼ X :
Now, there exists an idempotent P 2 If ðX Þ such that ker P ¼ K and rng
P ¼ N  L: This veriﬁes our observation.
If P1; P2 2 If ðX Þ; then ker P1 \ ker P2 is of ﬁnite corank and rng P1 þ
rng P2 is of ﬁnite rank. Now, the idempotent P 2 If ðX Þ obtained according
to the observation above clearly has the property that P1; P24P: This
completes the proof.
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rank idempotents in BðX Þ: If 0aP 2 If ðX Þ; then there are mutually
(algebraically) orthogonal rank-one idempotents P1; . . . ; Pn 2 BðX Þ such
that P ¼
P
i Pi: Clearly, fðP1Þ; . . . ;fðPnÞ are also mutually orthogonal
rank-one idempotents. Let us deﬁne
*fðPÞ ¼
X
i
fðPiÞ:
We have to show that *f is well deﬁned. In order to do this, let Q1; . . . ;
Qn 2 BðX Þ be mutually orthogonal rank-one idempotents with sum P: Pick
any R 2 I1ðX Þ: We have
X
i
fðPiÞ
 !
fðRÞ ¼ 0 , fðPiÞfðRÞ ¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ ,
PiR ¼ 0 ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ ,
X
i
Pi
 !
R ¼ 0:
Similarly, we obtain
X
i
fðQiÞ
 !
fðRÞ ¼ 0 ,
X
i
Qi
 !
R ¼ 0:
Since
P
i Pi ¼
P
i Qi; these imply that
X
i
fðPiÞ
 !
fðRÞ ¼ 0 ,
X
i
fðQiÞ
 !
fðRÞ ¼ 0:
As fðRÞ runs through the set I1ðX Þ; we deduce that the kernels of the
idempotents
P
i fðPiÞ and
P
i fðQiÞ are the same. A similar argument
shows that the ranges of these two idempotents are also equal. Therefore, we
have X
i
fðPiÞ ¼
X
i
fðQiÞ:
This shows that the transformation *f is well deﬁned. It is now easy to verify
that *f : If ðX Þ ! If ðX Þ is a bijection which preserves the order, the
orthogonality and the rank in both directions. In fact, only the injectivity
is not trivial but it follows from an argument quite similar to the one
proving *f is well deﬁned.
Pick a ﬁnite rank idempotent P0 2 BðX Þ whose rank is at least 3. Consider
the set IP0 ðX Þ of all idempotents P 2 BðX Þ for which P4P0: Let M ¼ ker P0
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operators A in BðX Þ for which AðNÞ  N and AðMÞ ¼ f0g: Clearly, we
have IP0 ðX Þ  BðX ; M ; NÞ: Considering the transformation A/AjN we get
an algebra isomorphism from BðX ; M ; NÞ onto BðNÞ: Moreover, BðNÞ is
obviously isomorphic to MnðKÞ: Denote the so-obtained algebra isomorph-
ism from BðX ; M; NÞ onto MnðKÞ by c: Similarly, we have an algebra
isomorphism c0 from BðX ;ker fðP0Þ; rng fðP0ÞÞ onto MnðKÞ: Therefore, the
transformation P/CðPÞ ¼ c0ð *fðc1ðPÞÞÞ is a bijection of the set of all
idempotents in MnðKÞ which preserves the order 4 in both directions. The
form of all such transformations is described on p. 186 in [10]. In particular,
it follows from that form that there is a ring-automorphism hP0 of K such
that
trCðPÞCðQÞ ¼ hP0 ðtr PQÞ
holds for all idempotents P; Q in MnðKÞ: Since c;c
0 are algebra
isomorphisms, it follows that they preserve rank-one idempotents. This
implies that c;c0 preserve the traces of rank-one operators, from which we
conclude that they are generally trace preserving. It follows that
tr *fðPÞ *fðQÞ ¼ hP0ðtr PQÞ ðP; Q 2 IP0ðX ÞÞ: ð5Þ
We claim that in fact hP0 does not depend on P0: Indeed, let P1 2 If ðX Þ be
such that P04P1: Considering the corresponding ring automorphism hP1 of
K; by (5) we get that
hP0ðtr PQÞ ¼ hP1ðtr PQÞ
holds for every P; Q 2 IP0ðX Þ: Clearly, tr PQ runs through K as P; Q run
through IP0 ðX Þ: This shows that hP0 ¼ hP1 : Since for any two ﬁnite rank
idempotents there is a ﬁnite rank idempotent majorizing both of them (this
is just the content of our lemma), we have the independence of hP0 from P0:
Therefore, there exists a ring automorphism h of K such that
tr *fðPÞ *fðQÞ ¼ hðtr PQÞ ðP; Q 2 If ðX ÞÞ: ð6Þ
We now extend *f from If ðX Þ onto F ðX Þ: For any P1; . . . ; Pn 2 If ðX Þ and
l1; . . . ; ln 2 K we deﬁne
F
X
i
liPi
 !
¼
X
i
hðliÞ *fðPiÞ:
We have to show that F is well deﬁned. Let Q1; . . . ; Qm 2 If ðX Þ and
m1; . . . ;mm 2 K be such that
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i
liPi ¼
X
j
mjQj :
It follows that X
i
liPiR ¼
X
j
mjQjR
holds for every R 2 If ðX Þ: Taking traces we obtainX
i
litr PiR ¼
X
j
mjtr QjR:
By (6) it follows thatX
i
lih1ðtr *fðPiÞ *fðRÞÞ ¼
X
j
mjh
1ðtr *fðQjÞ *fðRÞÞ:
This implies that
h1
X
i
hðliÞtr *fðPiÞ *fðRÞ
 !
¼ h1
X
j
hðmjÞtr *fðQjÞ *fðRÞ
 !
;
that is,
h1 tr
X
i
hðliÞ *fðPiÞ *fðRÞ
 ! !
¼ h1 tr
X
j
hðmjÞ *fðQjÞ *fðRÞ
 ! !
:
This gives
tr
X
i
hðliÞ *fðPiÞ
 !
*fðRÞ ¼ tr
X
j
hðmjÞ *fðQjÞ
 !
*fðRÞ:
Since *fðRÞ runs through the set If ðX Þ; we obtainX
i
hðliÞ *fðPiÞ ¼
X
j
hðmjÞ *fðQjÞ:
Therefore, F is well deﬁned. Since the ﬁnite rank idempotents linearly
generate F ðX Þ; it follows that F is a surjective h-semilinear transformation
on F ðX Þ which preserves the rank-one idempotents and their linear spans.
We can now apply a result of Omladicˇ and Sˇemrl describing the form of all
such transformations. In fact, if, for example, X is real, then by [9, Main
Result] either there exists an invertible bounded linear operator A : X ! X
such that
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or there exists an invertible bounded linear operator B : X 0 ! X such that
fðPÞ ¼ BP0B1 ðP 2 I1ðX ÞÞ:
If we had this second possibility, then we would get that
fðPÞfðQÞ ¼ 0 , BP0Q0B1 ¼ 0 , P0Q0 ¼ 0 , QP ¼ 0
for every P; Q 2 I1ðX Þ: On the other hand, we know that
fðPÞfðQÞ ¼ 0 , PQ ¼ 0:
So, we would have
PQ ¼ 0, QP ¼ 0
for every P; Q 2 I1ðX Þ; which is an obvious contradiction. Therefore, f is of
form (7).
If X is complex, then one can argue in a very similar way referring to
[9, Main Result] again (in the inﬁnite dimensional case) or to [9, Theorem
4.5] (in the ﬁnite-dimensional case). The proof is complete. ]
Proof of Corollary 1. We deﬁne a bijective transformation f : I1ðX Þ !
I1ðX Þ which preserves zero products in both directions.
First, for every 0ax 2 X pick a vector from the ray T
%
x: In that way
we get a transformation, which will be denoted by the same symbol T ;
from X =f0g into itself with the property that for every vector 0ay 2 X ;
there exists a vector 0ax 2 X such that y ¼ lTx for some nonzero
scalar l 2 K: We do the same with the other transformation S: Clearly,
we have
hTx; Sf i ¼ 0 if and only if hx; f i ¼ 0 ð8Þ
for every nonzero x 2 X and nonzero f 2 X 0:
Let x 2 X and f 2 X 0 be such that hx; f ia0: Deﬁne
f
1
hx; f i
x  f
 
¼
1
hTx; Sf i
Tx  Sf :
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f0ia0 and suppose that
1
hx; f i
x  f ¼
1
hx0; f0i
x0  f0:
This implies that x; x0 belong to the same ray in X and the same holds true
for f ; f0 in X 0: Consequently, Tx; Tx0 and Sf ; Sf0 generate equal rays in X
and X 0; respectively. Therefore, the ranges and the kernels of the
idempotents 1hTx;Sf iTx  Sf and
1
hTx0;Sf0i
Tx0  Sf0 are equal, which implies
the equality of these two idempotents. Hence, we obtain that f is well
deﬁned.
By the ‘‘almost surjectivity’’ property of the vector–vector transforma-
tions T ; S we obtain the surjectivity of f: The injectivity of f can be proved
by an argument like the one we used to prove f is well deﬁned. The
transformation f preserves zero products in both directions, which is a
consequence of (8).
Now, we can apply our main theorem. Suppose ﬁrst that X is real. Then
our transformation f is of form (1) with some invertible bounded linear
operator A on X : If x 2 X and f 2 X 0 are such that hx; f ia0; then from the
equality
1
hTx; Sf i
Tx  Sf ¼f
1
hx; f i
x  f
 
¼A
1
hx; f i
x  fA1 ¼
1
hx; f i
Ax
 
 ðA1
0
f Þ ð9Þ
we deduce that Tx is a scalar multiple of Ax and Sf is a scalar multiple of
A1
0
f : This gives us that T
%
x ¼ Ax and S
%
f ¼ A1
0
f :
If X is complex inﬁnite dimensional, then one can argue in a very similar
way.
Finally, let X be complex and ﬁnite dimensional. In that case there exist a
ring automorphism h of C and an invertible h-semilinear operator A : X !
X such that f is of the form
fðPÞ ¼ APA1 ðP 2 I1ðX ÞÞ:
This comes from a rewriting of form (2) appearing in the formulation of our
main theorem. Now, one can easily verify that we have the following
LAJOS MOLNA´R260equality very similar to (9):
1
hTx; Sf i
Tx  Sf ¼
1
hðhx; f iÞ
Ax
 
 ðA10f Þ:
This yields T
%
x ¼ Ax and S
%
f ¼ A1
0
f ð
%
x 2
%
X ;
%
f 2
%
X 0Þ:
The assertion concerning essential uniqueness is a consequence of the
following easy fact whose proof requires only elementary linear algebra. If
A; B are semilinear operators on a vector space Y over K with ranks at least
2 such that Ay; By are linearly dependent for every y 2 Y ; then A; B are
linearly dependent. This completes the proof of Corollary 1. ]
Proof of Corollary 2. Just as in the proof of Corollary 1, we can deﬁne
an ‘‘almost surjective’’ transformation (that is, one that has values in every
ray) on the underlying Hilbert space H; denoted by the same symbol T ; such
that
hZTx; Tyi ¼ 0 if and only if hZx; yi ¼ 0 ðx; y 2 H =f0gÞ:
We can rewrite this equivalence ﬁrst as
hZTZ1x; Tyi ¼ 0 if and only if hx; yi ¼ 0 ðx; y 2 H =f0gÞ
and next as
hTx; ZTZ1yi ¼ 0 if and only if hx; yi ¼ 0 ðx; y 2 H =f0gÞ:
Now, we apply Corollary 1. To be honest, we should point out that
although that result is formulated for Banach spaces and hence dual spaces
and Banach space adjoints of operators appear there, the very same
argument can be applied to conclude that our present transformation T is
generated by some invertible operator U on H : We learn from Corollary 1
that U is linear if H is real, it is either linear or conjugate-linear if H is
complex inﬁnite dimensional and, ﬁnally, U is semilinear if H is complex
ﬁnite-dimensional. From the proof of the remaining part of our corollary it
will be clear that this general semilinear case in fact does not occur.
The essential uniqueness of U can be veriﬁed as in the proof of Corollary
1. As for the third part of the statement, we present the proof only in the
complex ﬁnite-dimensional case. In all other cases one can argue in a quite
similar way. So, let h be a ring automorphism of C: Suppose that the
invertible h-semilinear operator U : H ! H induces a symmetry transfor-
mation. Then, we have
hZUx; Uyi ¼ 0 , hZx; yi ¼ 0
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h1ðhZUx; UyiÞ ¼ 0 , hZx; yi ¼ 0 ðx; y 2 HÞ:
If we ﬁx y 2 H; then the functions x/ h1ðhZUx; UyiÞ and x/ hZx; yi are
linear functionals with the same kernel. We deduce that these functionals
differ only by a scalar multiple. Hence, there exists a cðyÞ 2 C such that
h1ðhZUx; UyiÞ ¼ cðyÞhZx; yi ð10Þ
for every x; y 2 H: Similarly, for every x 2 H there exists a scalar dðxÞ 2 C
such that
h1ðhUy; ZUxiÞ ¼ dðxÞhy; Zxi ðx; y 2 HÞ:
Deﬁning g :C! C by gðlÞ ¼ hð%lÞ ðl 2 CÞ; we can write this last equality as
g1ðhZUx; UyiÞ ¼ dðxÞhZx; yi ðx; y 2 HÞ: ð11Þ
It follows from (10) and (11) that
hZUx; Uyi ¼ CðyÞhðhZx; yiÞ and hZUx; Uyi ¼ DðxÞgðhZx; yiÞ
for every x; y 2 H; where C; D are complex-valued functions on H: We then
have
CðyÞhðhZx; yiÞ ¼ DðxÞgðhZx; yiÞ
for every x; y 2 H: It is easy to see that C; D are in fact constant functions.
Indeed, pick any y1; y2 2 H which are linearly independent. Then we have
x; z 2 H such that y1 ¼ Zx; z ? Zx and y2 ¼ Zx þ z: Since hZx; y1i ¼ hZx;
y2i; it follows from the equality above that Cðy1Þ ¼ Cðy2Þ: In case y1; y2 2
H =f0g are linearly dependent, we can choose y3 2 H such that y1; y3 and
y2; y3 are both linearly independent and we get Cðy1Þ ¼ Cðy2Þ: Since Cð0Þ
does not count, we obtain that C is really constant. A similar argument
applies to D: It follows that we have constants C; D 2 C such that
hZUx; Uyi ¼ ChðhZx; yiÞ
and
hZUx; Uyi ¼ DhðhZx; yiÞ:
Since these hold for every x; y 2 H and we have hð1Þ ¼ 1; it follows that
C ¼ D: This implies that h is self-adjoint in the sense that hð%lÞ ¼ hðlÞ
ðl 2 CÞ: It is well known that the only ring automorphisms of C with this
LAJOS MOLNA´R262property are the identity and the conjugation. In fact, this is an easy
consequence of the fact that the only ring automorphism of R is the identity.
It now follows that either U is linear and we have
ðUx; UyÞZ ¼ Cðx; yÞZ ðx; y 2 HÞ ð12Þ
or U is conjugate-linear and we have
ðUx; UyÞZ ¼ Cðy; xÞZn ðx; y 2 HÞ: ð13Þ
It is obvious that if U : H ! H is either an invertible linear operator on H
such that (12) holds or an invertible conjugate-linear operator such that (13)
holds, then U induces a symmetry transformation.
The remaining part of the proof can be carried out in a similar, but
simpler, way. ]
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